Cognitive radio (CR) is considered to be an effective approach to eliminate the dilemma of spectrum shortage. To meet the ever-increasing demands of instant and accurate spectrum sensing in CR with wideband and multi-frequency-slots, a novel wideband spectrum sensing algorithm based on bidirectional decision of normalized spectrum (BDNP) is proposed in this paper. The proposed algorithm takes the normalized power spectrum within the frequency slot as the detection statistics, and finds out all of the occupied frequency slots in the range of the target bandwidth by searching forward and backward in sequence. The asymptotic normality and independence of Fourier transform is proved firstly, and based on which the false alarm probability of single decision is derived. Additionally, the closed-form expression of decision threshold is obtained by using Neyman-Pearson criterion. Theoretical analysis and simulation results show that the BDNP algorithm can accurately identify occupied frequency slots, which provides the base of avoiding interference to the primary users. Furthermore, comparing with the spectrum sensing algorithm based on conventional spectral estimation (CSE), BDNP algorithm can effectively overcome noise uncertainty in spectrum sensing.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the boosting growth of mobile wireless applications, mobile data traffic is expected to reach 48.3 EB (one billion GB) per month by 2021 [1] . The dramatic increase in wireless radio services results in a huge shortage of authorized spectrum resources [2] , [3] . To tackle this problem, cognitive radio (CR) has been widely applied to overcome the contradiction between the demand of wireless access and the scarcely available spectrum resources [4] , [5] .
Recently, Long-term-evolution-unlicensed (LTE-U) has been designed to execute a sub-band clear assessment (CCA) before accessing the sub-band and transmits when the sub-band is idle. It aims to share the spectrum with other The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Rui Wang . networks such as WiFi and uses the unlicensed spectrum around 5GHz more effectively [6] , [7] . Cognitive frequency hopping technique detects the occupancy of the spectrum usage firstly, and then constructs a new architecture of frequency hopping system on the basis of the occupancy status of frequency slots by selecting optimal system parameters to adjust the frequency hopping communication system [8] , [9] . It can achieve the avoidance of interference signals and the maximal utilization of spectrum resources. Hence, spectrum sensing [10] - [12] , which can distinguish the existence of primary users (PUs) or interference, is the fundamental technique to enable CR. With the explosive growth of wireless applications requiring high rates, wideband spectrum sensing (WSS) emerges to find more available spectrum for the accessible opportunities of tremendous wireless applications [13] - [17] . Moreover, instant and detailed spectrum VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ sensing on the target frequency band has been featured as the key technique to the seamless connection between the cognitive radio and wireless communications. In existing literatures, the commonly used real-time spectrum sensing algorithms for multi-signal in wideband can be divided into three categories: quickest sequential search algorithm [18] , [19] , distributed multi-user sensing algorithm [20] - [23] and wideband multi-signal sensing algorithm based on spectral estimation [24] - [27] . When using the quickest sequential search algorithm [18] , [19] for spectrum sensing, the frequency band of interest is divided into a number of subbands, and secondary users acquire the timedomain samples from each subband one by one to determine the existence of primary users. It requires a superheterodyne receiver for multiple mixing or digital filter bank for narrowband filtering to obtain the signal samples when applying this algorithm to the CR networks with wide bandwidth and narrow frequency slots, which leads to highly complex hardware platform and poor real-time performance. Distributed collaborative multi-user sensing algorithms [20] - [22] require each sensor node (SN) transmit the spectrum sensing information to the fusion center, which comprehensively explores the data uploaded by each node to accurately locate the spectrum hole in the frequency domain or the spatial domain. The decision results are more reliable than a single cognitive node, while this algorithm will increase the additional networking as well as communication overhead, and it is not applicable to the CR networks with relatively independent and autonomous node functions, because it may incur high latency due to distributed data fusion, especially when the number of SNs is large. In [23] , to solve the problems of the additional overhead and the distributed data fusion, L. Chen et al. proposed a cooperative wideband spectrum sensing scheme using overthe-air computation, which utilizes the superposition property of wireless channel to implement the summation of Fourier transform and compute the target fusion directly. Wideband multi-signal sensing algorithm based on spectral estimation is more widely studied. According to different methods and types of spectral estimation, it can be divided into conventional spectral estimation based spectrum sensing [24] - [26] and compressed sensing based ultra-wideband spectrum sensing algorithm [27] , [28] . The spectrum sensing algorithm based on conventional spectral estimation uses classical methods such as the periodogram to calculate the power spectrums of the received signals, which are divided into subbands with equal bandwidth for comparing the subband powers with the predetermined threshold to detect the occupancy status of the frequency slots, hence this algorithm is simple to implement and to detect multiple signals that do not overlap with each other in frequency. E. H. Salman et al. proposed a discrete cosine transform periodogram based spectrum sensing scheme applied on both DVB models for AWGN channel and various SNR values, which has a good performance for ten secondary users and low SNR [24] . N. Wang et al. proposed an optimal threshold setting algorithm based on Welch's periodogram to adapt to the sensing of OFDM signals at the low SNR levels [25] . But the performance of conventional spectral estimation based spectrum sensing is sensitive to the noise uncertainty because of taking the subband power as the test statistic [26] . In [27] , A. Taherpour et al. proposed a generalized likelihood ratio detector for multiple secondary users (SUs) to overcome noise uncertainty in spectrum sensing. On the other hand, the ultra-wideband spectrum sensing algorithm based on compressed sensing can break the constraints of the Nyquist sampling theorem, digitalizing the ultra-wideband signal at a relatively lower sampling rate, and recovering Fourier transform of the signals with a relatively higher probability while limiting the recovering error in a very low level, and then obtaining the power spectrum of signals and achieving ultra-wideband multi-signal spectrum sensing. H. Qi et al. presented a two-dimensional (2-D) compressive spectrum sensing scheme by applying compression in both frequency and spatial dimensions in pursuit of compressive sampling further beyond Nyquist rate and better recovery performance [28] . Y. Ma et al. proposed a blind sub-Nyquist cooperative wideband spectrum sensing scheme to reduce energy consumption in wideband signal processing without loss of performance [29] . However, this algorithm requires high sparsity in signal and high signal-to-noise ratio, and the noise folding caused by compressed sampling [30] brings 3dB loss in recovery signal-to-noise ratio when doubling the compression ratio.
In this paper, we propose a spectrum sensing algorithm based on bidirectional search of normalized spectrum (BDNP), which takes the normalized power spectrum as the test statistic. The proposed algorithm first performs the forward decision to search the frequency slot that its normalized power spectrum is greater than the forward threshold γ max . If no frequency slot was found in the forward search, the backward decision is performed to find the frequency slot with its normalized power spectrum less than the backward threshold γ min . Once a frequency slot is found in a single bidirectional search, which means this slot is occupied, then it will be taken out of the frequency bands, and the normalized power spectrum of the rest frequency slots will be recalculated for the next bidirectional searches until all occupied frequency slots are found. The closed form of the forward and backward decision threshold can be obtained using Neyman-Pearson criterion, which makes this algorithm independent of the noise variance. The computational complexity of this algorithm is low, which makes real-time wideband multi-signal spectrum sensing possible. The simulation results show that the proposed algorithm is able to effectively overcome the influence of noise uncertainty on spectrum sensing performance, and achieve a low false alarm probability and a high detection probability in a wide range of signal-to-noise ratio to complete the in-band multi-signal sensing.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the system model. The BDNP algorithm is given in Section III. Section IV proposes the closed-form expression of the false alarm probability and the decision threshold for a single decision, and the upper and lower bounds of the false alarm probability of the BDNP algorithm. Section V shows the discussion and simulation results. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL A. SPECTRUM SENSING MODEL IN COGNITIVE RADIO SYSTEMS
In cognitive radio systems, secondary users monitor the licensed frequency bands that primary users may access, and then use idle subbands to transmit information. If primary users restart information transmissions in the idle subbands, secondary users switch to other idle subbands, or stay in the current subband but change its transmitting power or modulation to avoid interference to primary users. Therefore, CR users first monitor the entire frequency hopping bandwidth before transmitting frequency hopping signals, and sense the occupancy status of frequency slots, which will be used as constraint conditions to generate new CR frequency hopping patterns that exclude the interfered frequency slots and make full use of spectrum holes in interference environments for data transmission. The spectrum holes and interference in wide bands are shown in Fig.1 .
In order to establish reliable communication links, CR users first perform spectrum sensing in the frequency band of interest, and the received signals [31] can be expressed as:
where x(t) is the signal at the secondary-user receiver, w(t) is the additive noise, h(t) is the channel coefficient, and s(t) is the signal that maybe transmitted by one primary user or multiple primary users. When the transmitted signal passes through the AWGN channel, h(t) is a constant. When passing through a flat slow fading channel, h(t) is a complex random variable. Since CR users are concerned about the occupancy of frequency slots, rather than the accurate number of primary users in the frequency hopping wideband, we can regard s(t) as an unknown certain signal. Assuming that w(t) is a complex Gaussian process with a mean of zero and a power spectral density of σ 2 0 and w(t) = w r (t)+jw i (t), where w r (t) and w i (t) are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian random variables with a mean of zero and a power spectral density of σ 2 0 /2, H 0 indicates that primary users do not exist in the frequency hopping bandwidth, which means the frequency slots are all idle, while H 1 indicates that there is at least one primary user existing in the frequency hopping bandwidth.
B. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POWER SPECTRUM
Without loss of generality, we discuss the statistical characteristics of the power spectrum when h(t) = 1 (under the AWGN channel). The received signal of a CR user is converted into digital sequence x(n), n = 0, 1, · · · , through an analog-todigital converter, and its statistical property is given by
In the hypothesis H 1 , x(n) is a Gaussian process with a mean of s(n), and s(n), n = 0, 1, · · · is a sequence of digital samples of s(t). The N -point samples are successively obtained from x(n), and equally divided into T frames with each sample frame length M . The periodogram estimation of each segmentation can be further expressed as:
In order to analyze the statistical characteristics of the periodogram spectral estimation of the signal received by the CR users, two lemmas are first given.
Lemma 1: The Fourier transform X t (k) has asymptotic normality and mutual independence [32] , [33] . a) If Fourier transform of a signal transmitted P(k) by a primary user is determined, X t (k) obeys the complex Gaussian distribution. b) Fourier transform data X t (k) and X t (k ) are independent with each other, where t = 1, · · · , T , k, k = 0, · · · , M -1, k = k . c) Fourier transform data X t (k) and X t (k) are independent with each other, where k = 0, · · · , M -1, t, t = 1, · · · , T , t = t .
Lemma 2: Continuous functions of mutually uncorrelated random variables are uncorrelated [34] .
It is known from the property a) of Lemma 1 that X t (k) obeys the complex Gaussian distribution. Since the DFT is a linear transformation, the real part X r t (k) and the imaginary part X i t (k) of X t (k) obey the independent Gaussian distribution, and the probability distribution functions are [35] :
where P(k) = 0, 1, · · · , M -1, is the Fourier transform of the s(n), k = 0, 1, · · · , M -1, and the real part and imaginary part are P r (k) and P i (k), respectively. According to the statistical characteristics of X r S t (k) obeys a central chi-square distribution with degree of freedom be 2, and in the case of H 1 , S t (k) obeys a non-central chi-square distribution with degree of freedom be 2, i.e,
It can be seen from property b) of Lemma 1 that Fourier transform data at different frequency points X t (k), k = 0, 1, · · · , M -1, are independent of each other, and the periodogram estimation S t (k), k = 0, 1, · · · , M -1 is a continuous function of X t (k) with finite discontinuities. So periodogram estimations S t (k), k = 0, 1, · · · , M -1 at different frequencies are uncorrelated, which is derived from Lemma 2. Hence, we have
Property c) of the Lemma 1 also shows that Fourier transforms of different data frame at the same frequency point are independent of each other. The mean value and variance of the time averaged periodogram spectrum estimation, denoted by S avg (k), can be obtained by linear operation of the mean value and variance of S t (k), respectively. In the case of H 0 , the mean value and variance of S avg (k) are µ avg,H 0 = E χ 2 2 and σ 2 avg,H 0 = D χ 2 2 /T , respectively. In the case of H 1 , the mean and value variance of S avg (k) are µ avg,H 1 = E χ 2 2 (ζ ) and σ 2 avg,H 1 = D χ 2 2 (ζ ) /T , respectively.
III. THE BDNP ALGORITHM
The spectrum sensing algorithm based on conventional spectral estimation and the spectrum sensing algorithm based on bidirectional search of normalized spectrum both make use of the distinction of periodogram estimation under the case of H 0 and H 1 to determine the existence of the primary user signal. Since the BDNP algorithm originates from the CSE algorithm, it is necessary to briefly introduce the CSE based spectrum-sensing algorithm and its defect.
A. THE SPECTRUM SENSING ALGORITHM BASED ON CONVENTIONAL SPECTRAL ESTIMATION
The principle of the spectrum sensing algorithm based on conventional spectral estimation is shown in Fig 2. The algorithm first continuously takes M points of data from discrete sample x(n), and performs discrete Fourier transform on the samples and the periodogram estimation to obtain X (k), k = 0, 1, · · · , M -1, and the power spectrum S avg (k), k = 0, 1, · · · , M -1,respectively. And then the positive frequency portion of the power spectrum is divided into L frequency slots to calculate the power S seg (l), l = 0, 1, · · · , L-1 in each frequency slot. Finally, it compares the frequency slot power with the decision threshold γ to determine whether there is a signal in the frequency slot: If frequency slot power exceeds the threshold γ , there is a signal in this frequency slot; Otherwise, there is no signal in the frequency slot. If there exists at least one frequency slot occupied among L frequency slots, it is determined that there is a signal in the entire frequency hopping bandwidth, i.e., the hypothesis H 1 is established. If no signal exists in L frequency slots, it is determined that there is no signal in the entire frequency band, i.e., the hypothesis H 0 is established. If L = M /2, each frequency slot contains only one frequency point. The probability distribution of the frequency point is given by Eq.(1). Therefore, the false alarm probability P l fa and the correct detection probability of the frequency slot power P l d can be expressed as
where l = 1, 2, · · · , L, Q 1 (α, β) is the first order MarcumQ function, and a = |P (l)| 2 /M , σ = σ 4 0 + 2σ 2 0 |P (l)| 2 /M . If L = M /2F and F ≥ 20, each frequency slot contains a large number of frequency points, and the frequency slot power is the sum of the power of multiple frequency points. It can be known from the central limit theorem that the frequency slot power approximates the Gaussian distribution, which means the false alarm probability P l fa and the correct detection probability P l d can be expressed as:
where
. Eqs. (8) and (10) shows that the false alarm probabilities of L frequency slots P l fa , l = 1, 2, · · · , L are the same, uniformly represented as P fa . Then the false alarm probability of the CSE algorithm can be obtained by applying ''OR'' rule to all the P fa as follows:
The CSE spectrum-sensing algorithm uses classical methods such as periodogram to calculate the power spectrum of received signals, and then divides the power spectrum into frequency slots with equal bandwidth to compare with the preset threshold to determine the occupancy status. This algorithm is simple to implement, but the threshold value needs to be determined according to the noise power as the frequency slot power is taken as test statistics. Once the noise power fluctuates, the decision threshold is difficult to determine. As a result, the spectrum sensing performance is sensitive to the noise uncertainty.
B. THE STEPS OF THE BDNP ALGORITHM
The BDNP algorithm uses the normalized power spectrum as the test statistic, and performs forward and backward searches in loops to find the occupied frequency slots within the frequency hopping bandwidth. In a search loop, the BDNP algorithm first performs a forward search to sense the frequency slots with larger instantaneous power. If the forward search fails, the algorithm performs a backward search to sense the occupied frequency slots which are missed to detect in forward decision. Fig.3 illustrates the algorithm steps, and the schematic diagram is shown in Fig.4. 1) Initialization. Set the number of initial loops i to be 1, the number of occupied segments perceived in the current loop m i to be zero, the number of valid segments to detect in the current detection L i to be L, and the loop-sensing decision results R i (l) to be 0, l = 0, · · · , L i -1. Then, the sampled sequence is divided into T frames, and the t-th frame is x t (n), n = 0, 1, · · · , M -1, t = 1, 2, · · · , T , where M is the number of samples per frame. 2) Perform periodogram estimation of the power spectrum for each frame of data x t (n):
The periodogram estimation of T frames of data is time averaged to obtain a flatter power spectrum. Since x t (n) is a real stationary signal, the positive and negative frequency power spectrum of each frame of data are symmetric, and M /2 points are required to completely represent its power spectrum. Calculate the average of the power spectrum of consecutive T frames to obtain the following:
3) Define the sum power of all spectral lines of the average of the power spectral density S avg (k) obtained in step 2) as S all , and that of spectral lines in one segment is defined as S seg , that is: where M is the number of spectral lines in one segment. 4) Define the ratio of S seg and S all as the normalized power spectrum which is used as the test statistic of this algorithm:
5) Update the upper threshold γ i max and the lower threshold γ i min of the current loop. First, perform the forward search and compare the normalized power spectrum r i (l), l = 0, 1, · · · , L i -1, with the preset threshold γ i max . For r i (l) ≥ γ i max , then set the elements in the decision array R i (l) to 1, otherwise, set them to 0, which is called a forward single decision. Second, calculate the support set i = supp R i of R i (l) which is a set of non-zero element index numbers in R i (l), corresponding to the occupied segments in the current sensing loop. Therefore, the occupancy status of segments within the entire hopping bandwidth is given by i all = i−1 all ∪ i , where 0 all = 0. Finally, calculate the potential of the support set of R i (l) which is m i = i 0 , corresponding to the number of segments occupied in the current sensing loop. For m i = 0, then jump to step 7), and for m i = 0, go to step 6). 6) Enter the backward search, and compare the normalized power spectrum r i (l), l = 0, 1, · · · , L i -1, with the preset threshold γ i min , which is called a backward single decision.
For 0 < r i (l) ≤ γ i min , find out the the index of the maximum of r i (l), represented as l max , and set R i (l max ) to 1 and R i (l) = 0, l = l max . If 0 < r i (l) ≤ γ i min does not hold, then set R i (l) to zero. Similar to step 5), calculate the support set i of R i and the potential m i of the support set to update the occupancy status of i all segments within the entire frequency hopping bandwidth. For m i = 0, jump to step 7). For m i = 0, then jump to step 8).
7) Update S i+1 seg (l), S i=1 all and l i+1 according to the following rules, and jump to step 4) to continue.
Output the set i all . The elements in the set i all correspond to the occupied frequency slots and the elements in its complementary set λ correspond to the segments of spectrum holes.
The full BDNP algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS A. FALSE ALARM PROBABILITY AND DECISION THRESHOLD OF THE BDNP ALGORITHM SEARCH LOOP
Under the hypothesis of H 0 , the mean value and variance of the average of power spectrum S avg,H 0 (k), k = 1, · · · , M /2 are µ avg,H 0 = σ 2 0 , σ 2 avg,H 0 = σ 4 0 /T , respectively. Any two of the spectrum lines in S avg,H 0 (k) are uncorrelated known from Eq. (7) . Then we construct random variables X = S seg and Y = S all − S seg . According to the central limit theorem, when the number of spectral lines are large enough (the number of general samples is greater than 20), the random variables X , Y approximate the Gaussian distribution, and the mean value and variance are respectively given by µ X ,H 0 = M µ avg,H 0 /2,
The BDNP algorithm may contains a forward search and a backward search in a search loop. The false alarm probability of a single forward decision P fa,F and a single backward single decision P fa,R can be expressed as
Algorithm 1 BDNP Algorithm Input: the number of frames used T , the number of samples in each frame M , the number of valid segments to detect in the first detection L, and the number of spectral lines in one segment M . 1: The t-th frame of the sampled sequence is x t (n), n = 0, 1, · · · , M − 1, t = 1, 2, · · · , T . 2: Initialize i = 1, and set m i = 0, L i = L, i all = 0, R i (l) = 0, l = 0, 1, · · · , L 1 − 1. 3: Calculate:
Calculate r i (l) = S seg /S all , and update the upper threshold γ i max and the lower threshold γ i min of the current loop. 1
6:
Perform The Forward Search:
= L i − m i ; Otherwise, jump to step 7.
7:
Perform The Backward Search:
= L i − m i ; Otherwise, Output the index of the occupied segments i all . 8: until No occupied segment is found in the forward and backward search of a single loop.
According to the Neyman-Pearson criterion, the forward search threshold γ max and the backward search threshold γ min can be respectively determined from the preset target false alarm probabilities P fa,F and P fa,R . By substituting P fa,F and P fa,R into Eq. (19) and (20) , respectively, and setting M = LM , we can obtain closed expressions of γ max and γ min at the bottom of this page, where φ(·) is the error function 1 Calculate two thresholds by using Eqs. (21) and (22) . and φ −1 (·) is its inverse function. It can be known from Eq. (21) and (22) , as shown at the bottom of this page, that the threshold γ max and γ min of the BDNP sensing algorithm are related to the frame length M , the number of frames T , the number of segments L, and the false alarm probability P fa , but independent of the noise variance σ 2 0 . Therefore, the threshold of the BDNP sensing algorithm is determined independently of the noise level and not affected by the noise uncertainty. BDNP spectrum sensing consists of multiple forward and backward search loops, while the frame length M , the number of frames T , and segment false alarm probability P fa used in each loop are constant. Only the number of participating segments is changed according to Eq.(18).
B. FALSE ALARM PROBABILITY OF THE BDNP ALGORITHM
If given the target false alarm probability P fa,F and P fa,R and the number of segments L, the false alarm probability of a single search loop can be expressed as:
Since the BDNP algorithm is an iterative algorithm, and the stop condition of iterations depends on whether the potential of the support set of the decision result array R i gets zero, rather than fixedly stopping iteration. Therefore, the false alarm probability of the BDNP algorithm cannot be accurately determined. However, when running the BDNP algorithm, the search loop of the L-segment is executed at least once, and the search loop of different number of segments is executed at most L times. The condition for proceeding the next search loop is that there comes false alarm in the previous search loop, so the upper and lower bounds of the algorithm false alarm probability P fa,BDNP can be expressed as:
where P fa,CYC is the false alarm probability of a single search loop in the case of L-segments. The false alarm probability P i fa,CYC of the i-th search loop can be calculated by the Eq.(23), where L i is the number of valid segments involved in the i-th loop detection. Within the frequency hopping bandwidth, if it is given that the signal-to-noise ratios of the
primary user signals differs large, the configuration can be set as P fa,F > P fa,R to ensure a high correct detection probability. Otherwise, the configuration can be set as P fa,F < P fa,R , to further reduce the probability of missed detection. This paper focuses on blind spectrum sensing performance of the BDNP algorithm in CR systems, without loss of generality, let P fa,F = P fa,R = P fa .
C. DETECTION PROBABILITY OF THE BDNP ALGORITHM
Under the hypothesis of H 1 , the mean value of the average of power spectrum S avg,H 1 (k) is µ avg,H 1 = |P (k)| 2 /M + σ 2 0 , and the variance is σ 2 avg,H 1 = σ 4 0 /T + 2σ 2 0 |P (k)| 2 /TM . We construct random variables X = S seg and Y = S all . The power spectrum at different frequency points in S avg,H 1 (k) are uncorrelated, which is known by Eq. (7) . According to the central limit theorem, X and Y can be approximated as random variables obeying the Gaussian distribution, and the mean value and variance are respectively
Similar to the calculation of the false alarm probability, the BDNP algorithm consists of a forward search and a backward search in one search loop. The detection probability of a forward single decision P d,l,F and a backward single decision P d,l,R can be expressed as
Given the forward and backward threshold γ max , γ min and the number of segments L, the detection probability of a single search loop can be expressed as:
Since the BDNP algorithm mainly focuses on the wideband multi-signal spectrum sensing, we simulate the detection probability of the BDNP algorithm with one single signal to prove the rationality of this algorithm and we simulate the multi-signal sensing performance to prove the BDNP algorithm can adapt to the wideband multi-signal spectrum sensing in the next section.
For the discussion in the next section, the analysis of the detection probability of fading channels is given here. Specially, the channel coefficient h(t) is a complex Gauss random variable under the fading channels. Under the Rayleigh channel, the mean value of the average of power spectrum S avg,
Under the Rice channel, the mean value of the average of power spectrum S avg,H 1 (k) is µ avg,H 1 = (κ/(κ + 1) + G(k)/ (κ + 1))|P (k)| 2 /M + σ 2 0 , and the variance is σ 2 avg,H 1 = (G(k)/(κ + 1) + M σ 2 0 ) 2 /TM 2 + 2κ|P (k)| 2 (G(k)/(κ + 1) + M σ 2 0 )/TM 2 (κ + 1), where κ is the Rice factor. Similar to the detection probability of the AWGN channels, we can obtain the detection probability of a single search loop under the fading channels using the Eqs.(26)-(28).
D. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE BDNP ALGORITHM
It can be seen from the steps of the BDNP algorithm that its computational complexity is mainly determined by that of the periodogram spectral estimation. The periodogram spectral estimation first performs the discrete Fourier transform on data, and then calculates the square of the resulting modulus to obtain the power spectrum. In the BDNP algorithm, M-point Fourier transform is performed for each frame, thus the computational complexity of this part is O(M 2 ). Normalizations and threshold decisions are performed when entering the bidirectional searches, and the number of divisions in the normalization of one loop decreases with occupied segments continuously found after each bidirectional search. Since the number of total bidirectional search loop is not more than the number of signals existing in the frequency bands (except the situation of false alarm), the computational complexity of this part is very low, which is calculated to be O(L) if there are L valid segments to detect. The superiority of the BDNP algorithm is that the power spectrum estimation needs to be performed only one time for the whole algorithm. When occupied segments are taken out of the frequency bands, this algorithm just updates coefficients to recalculate the forward and backward threshold and performs next search loop. In summary, the computational complexity of the BDNP algorithm is low, which makes it possible to adapt to real-time wideband multi-signal spectrum sensing.
V. ALGORITHM SIMULATIONS AND RESULT ANALYSIS A. THE PERFORMANCE OF ROBUSTNESS TO NOISE UNCERTAINTY
According to the system model described above, the Monte Carlo method is used to simulate the performance of the BDNP algorithm in a single loop, which is compared with that of the CSE spectrum-sensing algorithm. We assume that under the AWGN, Rayleigh and Rice channels, the signal bandwidth and the carrier frequency of the digital modulated signal transmitted by primary users are respectively 1.28MHz and 5.12MHz, and secondary users sample the received signal with a sampling rate of 12.8 Msps. We characterize the noise uncertainty in spectrum sensing that when it exists, the noise variance obeys a uniform distribution with a range of σ 2 0 /ρ, ρσ 2 0 , where ρ > 1, and if there is no noise uncertainty, ρ = 1. When analyzing the single-loop sensing performance of the CSE spectrum-sensing algorithm and the BDNP algorithm, the principle of constant false alarm probability is adopted, and the false alarm probability is preset as 0.01. Fig.5 compares the correct detection probability of the CSE algorithm, maximum-minimum eigenvalue (MME) detection [36] and the BDNP algorithm in a single loop with the normalized SNR varying from −12dB to 0dB in the case of ρ = 1 and ρ = 1.1, respectively. In this simulation, the number of samples used by the CSE algorithm, MME detection and the BDNP algorithm is 4000, the number of frames of the BDNP algorithm T is set to 1, the length of each frame M is set as 4000, and the number of segments L is set to be 4. In the case of ρ = 1, according to the principle of constant false alarm probability, the decision threshold of a single loop of the BDNP algorithm can be obtained by Eqs.(21)-(23), and the decision threshold of the CSE algorithm can be obtained by Eqs. (8) and (12) . In the case of ρ = 1.1, the decision threshold of the CSE algorithm needs to be properly adjusted to ensure that the actual false alarm probability is equal to the preset value, on the contrary, the decision threshold of the BDNP algorithm is independent of the noise variance, so there is no need for adjustments. It can be seen from Fig.5 that when there is no noise uncertainty, the simulation curve and the theoretical value curve of both the CSE algorithm and the BDNP algorithm match well, and the CSE algorithm outperforms the BDNP algorithm and MME detection. At ρ = 1.1, the detection performance of the BDNP algorithm becomes significantly better than that of the CSE algorithm. Although MME detection method can also overcome noise uncertainty, the performance of BDNP algorithm is superior to that of the MME method, which is very difficult (mathematically intractable) to obtain a precisely decision threshold. Fig.6 shows the receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC) of the CSE and BDNP algorithm for a fixed normalized SNR of −7dB when ρ = 1 and ρ = 1.1 under the AWGN channel and the Rayleigh channel. In this simulation, the sample length used by the two algorithms are consistent with Fig.5 . When ρ = 1, the simulation results of the BDNP algorithms are consistent with the theoretical value, and the ROC curves can be directly derived from the theoretical value of the algorithm. When ρ = 1.05, the ROC curves of the two algorithms are obtained by simulation, and the decision threshold of the CSE algorithm needs to be properly adjusted to ensure the accuracy of the false alarm probability. It can be seen from Fig.6 that there is a large deviation between two ROC curves of the CSE algorithm under different values of ρ, which is valid under the AWGN channel and the Rayleigh channel. Moreover, the simulation curve and the theoretical curve of the BDNP algorithm under the same channel are substantially coincident. In addition, it is known from Fig.5 and Fig.6 that the CSE algorithm is sensitive to the noise uncertainty, and the BDNP algorithm is robust to noise uncertainty. This is because the threshold of the CSE algorithm is determined by the noise variance, while that of the BDNP algorithm is independent of the noise variance. Fig.7 shows the ROC curves of the CSE and BDNP algorithm for a fixed normalized SNR of −7dB when the Rice factor κ = 0.1, 1 and 10 under the Rice channel. In this simulation, the sample length used by the two algorithms are consistent with Fig.5 . It is known from Fig.6 and Fig.7 that the performance of the CSE and BDNP algorithm under the Rayleigh channel is slightly worse than that under the AWGN channel model. While the performance under the Rice channel is between the Rayleigh channel and the AWGN channel. Specifically, the smaller κ is, the closer the performance of the two algorithms is to that under the Rayleigh channel. The larger κ is, the closer the performance of the two algorithms is to that under the AWGN channel. The simulation values are basically consistent with the theoretical values. Assume that under the AWGN channel, all three primary users transmit digital modulated signals with a symbol rate of 0.5MBaud. The carrier frequency of primary user one is 1.5MHz, and the normalized signal-to-noise ratio stays unchanged as −8dB. The carrier frequency of primary user two is 4.5MHz,and the normalized signal-to-noise ratio varies within the range of −6dB −2dB. The carrier frequency of primary user three is 7.5MHz, and the normalized signal-tonoise ratio stays as 0dB. Secondary users sample the received signal at a sampling rate of 20MSPS, and the definition of the noise uncertainty and the parameter setting of the sensing algorithm are as described above. It can be seen from Fig.8 (a)-(d) that when there are three primary users in the monitored frequency band, the CSE algorithm has superior multi-signal spectrum sensing performance if there is no noise uncertainty, but will be seriously affected by noise uncertainty. The BDNP algorithm shows good performance in multi-signal spectrum sensing, and is confined to the noise uncertainty. This is because the decision threshold of each single-loop sensing of the BDNP algorithm is independent of the noise variance.
For further analysis of the multi-signal sensing performance of the BDNP algorithm, Fig.9 simulates the multisignal spectrum sensing performance of the algorithm based on multi-taper method (MTM) [37] and the BDNP algorithm. Signal characteristic parameters, definition of the noise uncertainty and the parameter configuration of sensing algorithms are shown in Fig.8 . Since the MTM algorithm uses multiple orthogonal window functions to estimate the power spectrum of the signal sample sequence, for fair comparison, the sample length used in the MTM algorithm and the BDNP algorithm are both 4000, and the original samples are copied 5 times to form a sample sequence to be processed with a length of 20000. Moreover, the number of frames of the BDNP algorithm T is set as 5, the length of each frame M is set as 4000, the number of segments L is set as 10, the number of MTM algorithm windows is set as 5, and the data length per window is set as 4000.
It can be seen from Fig.9 that the spectrum sensing performance of the MTM algorithm is influenced by the noise uncertainty, which is similar to the CSE spectrum sensing algorithm and seriously restricts the applications of the MTM algorithm in low SNR occasions. By contrast, the BDNP algorithm has a good multi-signal spectrum sensing performance and the simulation results are consistent with theoretical analysis, because this algorithm is not sensitive to the noise uncertainty. As a result, in the presence of noise uncertainty, the multi-signal sensing performance of the BDNP algorithm is significantly better than the MTM algorithm. It is worth noting that there is a performance degradation of the BDNP algorithm in Fig. 9 compared to that of the result in Fig. 8 , which is caused by the decrease in the number of samples. It can be concluded from Fig.8 and Fig.9 that compared to the spectrum-estimation-based sensing algorithms, no matter they are based on conventional spectral estimation or multi-window spectral estimation, the BDNP algorithm presents more stable and reliable sensing performance in the situation where the noise variance changes dynamically, and has certain advantages in sensing performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a spectrum-sensing algorithm based on bidirectional decision of normalized spectrum (BDNP) for the requirements of wideband, multiple frequency slots and real-time sensing in CR systems. This algorithm utilize bidirectional search and decision thresholds obtained by using Neyman-Pearson criterion, which can quickly and accurately monitor the frequency slots in the hopping bandwidth with a very low computational complexity, and makes this algorithm independent of the noise variance. The simulation results show that the BDNP algorithm can effectively overcome the influence of noise uncertainty on spectrum sensing performance, and achieve a high detection probability in a dynamic range of signal-to-noise ratio to complete the in-band multi-signal sensing. Therefore, the BDNP sensing algorithm can be widely applied to CR systems without interference to the primary users in complicated electromagnetic environments.
